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READERS’ @ FORUM

NOTE: Most of the following letters about the
articles on "The War and Baseball Stories of
Elder Paul H. Dunn" (SUNSSONE 15:3) were
wrilten before Elder Dunn published his apology
in the 26 October 1991 LDS Church News (see
Update story in this issue).

DUNN GOOD
I HAVE BEEN a subscriber for a long

time; nevertheless, SUNSTONE was of marginal
value. The majority of the doctrinal articles
have been incorrect, and a significant minor-
ity oppose revealed truth. My opinion began
to change with the material regarding Elder
George E Lee ("The Lee Letters," SUNSTONE
13:4). The transformation was completed
with the September 1991 issue on Elder Paul
H. Dunn. This material was well docu-
mented, balanced, accurate, and allowed the
reader to form his or her own opinions based
on the facts along with an assortment of
clearly identified and enlightening opinions.

The value of SUNSTONE has "sky-
rocketed." The information reported is not
available through any other source, at least
not to a member residing outside Utah.

MARK A. SM1TH
Lake Forest, CA

ALL DUNN

I AM ONE of those who listened raptly
to Paul Dunn’s stories as a teenager. I am one
of surely many who felt betrayed when I
realized that I had trustingly fed from a hand
that had given me, not bread, but a stone.
And then I felt doubly betrayed to hear not
an apology but excuses, explanations, ever-
more tortuous sidesteppings of responsibil-
ity, both from Elder Dunn and from the
Church’s Public Affairs Department.

It’s not a question of wishing to humiliate
or punish Elder Dunn. I accept that his
motives were good. I want to forgive him,
and that forgiveness would come more easily
if he admitted that he had done something
wrong. His insistence on "explaining" that he
didn’t makes two things, instead of one, to
forgive. I greeted his belated but very wel-
come statement in the Church News with
relief and intense gratitude. I feel that now
we can move on, sadder, wiser, and together.

Thank you for the many-sided examina-
tions of this problem. As Juanita Brooks
taught us forty years ago, we must first un-
derstand what happened before we can make

moral sense of it. You’ve helped do that. The
thoughts of others struggling with the same
painful issue, particularly Elbert Peck’s com-
passionate and clarifying editorial, "Casting
Out the Spell," have: been important to me.
Thank you for having the courage to face
facts, the compassion to deal gently with
them, and the humor that lifts the heart.

But then, SUNSTONE has performed this
healing role many, many times before.

LAVINA FIELDING ANDERSON
Salt I_ake City

DUNN IN
THE FACTS IN the Paul H. Dunn

expose were extremely disheartening. I have
witnessed several cases where they have dis-
rupted the faith of good people. It saddens
me that a Church official would resort to
deception in relating to people who have
unquestioning trust in him. It saddens me
further that Church leaders would resort to
censorship and then rationalization to pre-
serve credibility. How much stronger could
we be as a religious community if we could
confront such matters openly and directly?

SUNSTONE treated the matter commend-
ably. Most of the articles acknowledged the
very human tendency of storytellers to blend
fact with fiction. Where should a credible
storyteller draw the line? One should never
defraud his or her audience. A religious au-
dience is particularly susceptible to unques-
tioning believability, so the line between fact
and fiction must be clear. To argue that in-
credible storytelling is a reasonable literary
method justified by at higher, more noble end
is to forsake the ethical imperative at the core
of our religious identity. In the Dunn case,
the values promoted by the end become in-
congruous with the values underl,,Ang the
means. As the folly of the apologists’ argu-
ments becomes transparent, they quickly
remind us that we are all human and need to
extend a measure of empathy, not judgment,
to Dunn. That seems like a fair request, but
it isn’t, largely because of the extent of his
misrepresentations    and    subsequent
rationalizations. In view of this expose, I
hope that people will be less naive consum-
ers of stories from the pulpit and that Church
leaders will distinguish fiction from fact.
Otherwise, we may see an emerging credibil-
ity gap between leaders and members.

STEVE MAYER

Eugene, OR
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DUNN WITH

YouR SEPTEMBER ISSUE left me cold
and with a vastly diminished image of what I
conceived SU>aSTONE’S goals to be. As I turned
page after page of the Paul Dunn issue, I
became convinced that the National Enquirer
with its sleaT_y stories was masquerading
under your banner. I am truly sorry that
apparently SUNSTONE’S high ideals and
scholarly approach has been laid to rest along
with all Christian charity and personal de-
cency, as you belabored point after point of
rather dull (and old) reading; a column or
two perhaps, but a whole edition on Paul
Dunn? Ridiculous. Since your copy ranks
with yesterday’s newspapers, it is fitting that
it ends up in the trash can.

Granted, Elder Dunn’s reasoning is at best
unique and not in the best of taste and maybe
even totally unacceptable to some, but whom
did he harm? Does he not have even one
redeeming virtue? Did his faith-promoting
stories n-take him any less of a great man? I
think not. To illustrate: years ago, as a
bishop, I accompanied a young prospective
elder with serious problems to an interview
with Eider Dunn. The young man came away
from his interview with renewed hope; he
filled an honorable mission, and is today a
stalwart .Saint. Decency, understanding, and
mercy filled Elder Dunng heart; I suspect a
faith-promoting story and a fatherly hug did
the trick. Does Eider Dunn deserve any less?
Let him among us who has not exaggerated a
bit throw the first stone.

If I am offended to the point that I am on
the verge of jumping ship, there must be
others. Put teat in your scholarly pipe and
smoke it.

MAX H. RAMMELL
Rexburg, ID

DUNN TO LEE
ELDER DUNN’s liberties with historical

facts are ,consistent with Church practice for
the past 160 years. Historically, whenever the
Church has had to make a choice between
open, candid truthfulness or protective lying,
it seems the truth has nearly always suffered.

George P. Lee was candid but abrasive,
and was excommunicated. Paul Dunn was
deceitful but }.oyal, and was given emeritus
general authority status. Since open candor
in the Church has always been punished and
repressed, and loyalty, even if deceitful, is
rewarded, we can look forward to more
Hofmann/Dunn episodes.

This is. not ~ condemnation, j ust a realiza-
tion that we all have many miles to travel yet

on the pathway to perfection--Church lead-
ers included.

L. G. MORGAN
Nampa, ID

EXECUTIVE PRIVILEGE
THE ATTEMPTED COVER-UP of Paul

Dunn’s "exaggerated" war and baseball sto-
ries is Mormonism’s small-scale Watergate,
including stonewalling by the powers that be
and the eventual toppling of a gifted but
flawed leader by persistent--and indepen-
dent-individuals.

When will we adopt openness as a neces-
sary value to hierarchical Church leadership?

The Brethren are displeased at: those who
revealed Dunn’s public mistakes, just as they
are uncomfortable with SUNSTOaE’S ongoing
debate of contemporary Mormonism, in-
cluding its policies and leaders. They seem to
think that open discussion of their Church-
related actions are off limits for Saints.

But Jesus did just the opposite. The
skeptical but inquisitive followers of John the
Baptist were invited to Jesus’ house to see
how he lived and not just to believe that he
was the Prophet. "Come and see," he invited,
and afterwards told his visitors to report back
the "things which ye do hear and see." To
Philip he said, "Follow me." Philip, now con-
verted, then said to the suspicious Nathaniel,
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"Come and see." (John 1:35-43; Matthew
11:2-6.) Although "follow me" was a call to
live the life of Jesus, in some ways his invita-
tion was as literal as Gary HaWs challenge to
the media to follow him. Those who fol-
lowed Christ saw miracles, but the Brethren
seem upset when those xvho follow them
report back that they are devoted but very
human leaders. What do they expect?

Just as political leaders must act in the
open, Church leaders must permit--and in-
vite-public inquiry into their religious ad-
ministrations. At the same time, we must
revise our infallible expectations of our mor-
tal leaders and check their mistakes with the
fresh air of openness and chanty.

STAN WICK

Los Angeles

DUNN MY TERM
ELBERT PECK’s use of the late Frank

Capra’s populist explorations vis gt vis Paul
Dunn was on target. In Meet John Doe, Gary
Cooper in the title role naively assumes the
non-factual role of a hero that inspires the
nation to achieve unprecedented Christian
neighborliness. But when Doe’s true past is
revealed, the people turn against him and
abandon the highly effective John Doe clubs,
even though "the message is still true," leav-
ing the public disillusioned and cynical and
John Doe suicidal. Dunn, Morrnonism’s
Elmer Gantry (another relevant movie), has
reminded us that you can’t totally separate
the message from the messenger.

But since all leaders are flawed humans,
how can we sustain a prophetic vision that
will transcend even the prophet’s level of
goodness and in doing so show his or her
in-tperfections and perhaps tarnish the vision.
Clearly, our prophetic exhortations should
be from a humble perspective, not putting
too much trust in any one "arm of flesh." This
in-plies a democracy among all Saints, where
everyone’s spiritual messages are evaluated
and consented to by lhe congregation, and
where no one is raised very far above an-
other. Christ, after all, is the head of the body,
and everyone else is but an equal member of
the body. High office tempts both the office-
holder and the public to demagoguery. We
are all beggars, and our social processes
should reflect that fact while calling and in-
spiring us to be more than we are. Perhaps
we should rotate members through general
authority callings just as they are through
every other calling. Perhaps we should
require a "downward" calling in hierarchy
between every "upward" calling.

JEFF SMITH
Providence, RI

DUNN FOR MONEY
PERHAPS THE TRAGIC story of Elder

Dunn is best viewed as symptomatic of the
equally tragic commercialization of my be-
loved theology. Surely his culpability is
greater due to his position and the fact that
he presented those stories as true. However,
I noticed the irony m the criticisms that his

"The couple who built the housc moved after one daughter married and
settled in Austra]ia and the other went to OxfoM; of their sons, one’s
playing for the Giants, one’s directing a Greenwich Village theatr< and
one’s in Nigeria with the Peace Corps. The house made them lonely."

conduct was blameworthy because he prof-
ited personally from royalties (e.g., Kent
Frogley’s "Salting the Truth" and Paul
Toscano’s "Is Paul Dunn Any Good in the
Church Today"). Surely Elder Dunn is not
the first member to reap royalties largely on
the basis of a Church or BYU position. Is it
more justifiable for any of the Brethren to
benefit financially from their callings, albeit
indirectly? What is the difference between
selling a book on gospel doctrines that
"represents the opinions of the author" and a
cartoon videotape of the Book of Mormon?

Kent Frogley’s legitimate concerns about
allowing apocrypha to enter into the belief
system might just as; well be said about the
many fictional books for young Mormons
which consistently ~.op Deseret Book’s best
seller lists. The Church’s youth may develop
a warped understanding of the "still small
voice" which can be easily confused with the
emotional tugs sparked by a tragic story or
motivational speaker.

The most important lesson we can learn
from all of this is that truth is best gleaned
from the holy scriptures, and to place our
faith elsewhere is to build upon the sand.

MARK W.. PUGSLEY
Durham, NC

DUNN FUN

PLEASE BE informed of my disappoint-
ment with your last issue. I find the cartoons,
the revised song, anct comments throughout
the magazine to be very offensive and in poor
taste. I am not alone in my opinion.

JEAN I-l. PARKIN
Salt Lake City, UT

Elbert Pect~ replies:
The humor generated by the Paul Dunn

episode was a crucial part of our culture’s
processing of the ewmt. As uncomfortable as
the cartoons made some feel, they accurately
mirrored the biting Dunn satire which was
omnipresent at BYU and elsewhere after the
Arizona Republic story broke. We may not like
to see this LDS satire in pnnt, but it was
ubiquitous orally. All of the cartoons we ran
were submitted without solicitation. We ini-
tially intended to document the humor by
collecting the Dunn jokes and cartoons on
one or two pages under some title that made
it clear that the cartoons were part of our
reporting of the Dunn event. As the length of
the Dunn section increased, to save space I
unfortunately decided to spread the cartoons
throughout the section. Perhaps by then I
had become immune to their sting. That
decision, of course, allowed the casual reader
flipping through the: magazine to assume that
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the Dunn cartoons were of the same status as
the others which regularly appear in the
maga7ine. This; adverse and inaccurate result
made the edi:ors appear as the cartoons’
mean-spirited advocates.

TROUBLE WITH A
CAPITAL ’M’

THE SHORT STORY "Reflections on the
Lost and Found" (SUNSTONE 15:2) confirmed
feelings I have been experiencing. Nineteen
months ago, I said farewell to my son as he
walked through the doors of the Missionary
Training Center. This was his choice and his
journey to make, with our full support. That
did not p~:eclude, however, many misgivings
about the full impact this experience would
have on a young man who, in sp~te of a
goodly share .of "hard knocks" in life, had
exhibited an unusual amount of naivete. I
knew full well that his experiences would be
diverse, complicated, and not always posi-
tive. But I did not anticipate that his hardest
tests would come as a result of the unrelent-
ing psychological and emotional stress he
and many missionaries are subjected to---
stress which borders on mental abuse.

He had not wanted to complain, had not
wanted us to think that he was somehow less
valiant, less obedient, because he was so
troubled by what he was experiencing. He
had been sufficiently programmed at the
MTC and in the mission field to never com-
plain, to believe that his faith was weak, and
that he was somehow lacking in dedication if
he questioned anything he was told to do. He
refused to push people into baptism when he
felt they were not ready, and received unre-
lenting pressure because of it. He refused to
participate in the tactics which guaranteed
leadership positions and "gold stars.’~ This is
a young man who does not know the mean-
ing of the "wimp" factor--a star athlete in
school, a person who always finished his
tasks to the best of his ability, an innately
dependable and responsible person.

The phone rang at two in the morning
and a voice I t]:uly did not recognize said, "I
just don’t think I can go on." What followed
was a two-hour litany of the pressure, the
stress, the guilt-inducement, and the feelings
of failure, things that he had bottled up and
shoved down in a effort to follow the "party
line." Several events which had occurred
within a very short time had finally broken
him. He did not want to come home, but he
had reached the end of his own resources for
dealing with the mind games.

I, too, used to be supportive of the "make

’em humble" syndrome, but I’m angry that in
spite of following the rules, and trying to the
best of his ability, a missionary is still made
to feel guilty when he and his companion
don’t reach some arbitrary statistical goal line
that is constantly held just beyond their
reach. Why should anyone’s son who has
faithfully prepared himself to sacrifice two of
the prime years of his life have to endure
having his faith and dedication constantly
questioned? Why is he not allowed to follow
the dictates of his conscience and follow the
spiritual promptings to which he is entitled?
Am I naive ~:o believe that that could be done
and that the work would flourish? What
beautiful and exciting "good works" have
been lost in this desperation for conformity?

Missionaries are subjected to pressures
that no mental health-care expert would say
are healthy. There is "trouble in River City."

If we would give returned missionaries
"permission" to tell their stories as they really
happened, we would see the damage that has
been done. I hope that some day we will
acquire an atmosphere in the mission field
that encourages and builds self-esteem and
respects the individuality and uniqueness of
each missionaU. Then we will see a marve-
lous work and a wonder performed.

SUFFERING EVILS
A LOT OF heartfelt concerns have been

O

o
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voiced on these pages about the difficulties of
living with orthodoxy, and how it stifles indi-
viduality Having been raised in a family with
a long and distinguished tradition for being
mavericks and independent thinkers, I sug-
gest that very little is ever accomplished until
individuals sacrifice a small portion of their
own egos for the benefit of group progress.
So let us tolerate conformity with charity and
forbearance, perhaps as a necessary evil, lest
by our dismantling of structure, we destroy
the very vehicle by which we enjoy our great-
est blessings.

LEE RINEHART

Holladay, UT

AN IDIOT FRINGE OUTLET

THREE THINGS ABOUT the Septem-
ber SUNSTONE (15:3):

1. The letters by Loren Fay and Michael
and Jennifer Warwick on conscientious ob-
jectors: I wonder why we read nothing of
conscientious objectors among the Nephites.
Maybe that indicates .just how significant we
should consider the current ones.

2. David White’s letter on homosexuals’
"desires of the heart": Them is nothing "gay"
about not knowing the difference between
the digestive and reproductive systems. Het-
erosexuals have unrighteous sexual urges
they must control; there is no mason why
homosexuals cannot learn to control theirs.

3. Katherine H. Shirts’s article,
"Priesthood and Salvation: Is D&C 84 A
Revelation for Women Too?": As soon as we
begin to see men giving birth and homosex-

uals sealed in the temple, then we can as-
sume that the second apostasy is complete
and we will see women holding the
priesthood other than when they are hugging
their husbands.

Keep up the good work! There needs to
be an idiot fringe outlet for us weirdos.

LEONARD E DALTON
Delano, CA

CLEAN AND DIRTY
I’M GRATEFUL THAT such a forum ex-

ists to let people express their different views.
Even though I’m disturbed by some of the
different viewpoints, it’s refreshing to be
thrown out of my comfort zone--it helps me
grow and define my own personal reality in
relationship to others and to God. A poem by
e. e. cummings reminds me of what SUN-
STONE iS:

"let’s start a magazine

to hell with literature
we want something redblooded

lousy with pure
reeking with stark
and fearlessly obscene

but really clean
get what I mean
let’s not spoil it
let’s make it serious

something authentic and delirious

you know something
genuine like a mark
in a toilet

graced with gut.,; and gutted
with grace"

D. BLAINE ROBBIN$
Carmel, IN

FOLLOW THE BRETHREN

SUNSTONE SENT ME a promotional
subscription letter that read, "What hap-
pened to George E Lee?" I would like to share
a true story which may help George Lee.

The stoW comes, from Eider Matthew
Cowley concerning his father Matthias E
Cowley, (former member of the Quorum of
the Twelve). Sometime after Matthias Cowley
resigned from the Quorum, he was excused
from using his pries::hood for twenty-seven
years. He was not disfellowshipped, not ex-
communicated, just not permitted to use his
priesthood.

During these yea:rs he sent five sons on
missions. He presided as patriarch in his own
home, saying this was still his right, which it
was. Matthew gives us a phrase which his
father always used in his family prayers:

Holy Father, if there comes a time
when my children have to decide
between following the counsel of
their own father or following the
counsel of the priesthood of thy
Church, give them the courage to
forsake their own father, and follow
the priesthood of thy Church.

Elder Matthew Cowley says that this
counsel kept his father’s family in the pale of
the kingdom during those trying years.

MELVIN A. WEENIG
Sandy, UT

IT’S ABOUT TIME!

THANKS TO the general authorities, I
have recently had the flippin’ privilege of
defending SUNS/ONE in a lot of discussions.
While I concede that there are some items
that SUNSTONE should not have published
(such as the Paul Dunn humor or the Sun-
spot of George Bush’s Mormon workaholic
advisors [SUNSTONE 14:31) and perhaps it
needs more faith-promoting articles to bal-
ance the troubling ones, most of the criti-
cisms seem to be cases of either killing the
messenger or having, unfair expectations.

Some people get mad because SUNSTONE
prints articles that are unflattering to the
Church. Well, who else will tell us what the
heck is happening il’t South America? Are we
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angry because the Church is blowing it or
because someone is speaking honestly? Let’s
keep our eyes clear and our ears clean so we
can be informed, rather than plucking them
out and cutting them off because of the sights
and sounds they relay.

If all one read was SUNSTONE he or she
would get a biased view. SUNStONE is a
supplement. I wish it had the budget for a
full-time inw:stigative news bureau, but I
suspect the w:riting of news is shoe-horned in
with other over-booked projects. I expect
5UNSrON~ to report news relevant to the LD5
intellectual community which I can’t get else-
where. Hence, I’m glad the cheery good news
in the C~urch News isn’t duplicated in
sso~ thus stealing precious space from other
reports. Similarly, I value the spiritual jour-
neys of Scott Kenney and Levi Peterson, but
must balance them with the EnsignS; conver-
sion stories. SUNSTONE is not--and I don’t
think it pretends to be--a full-blown reli-
gion. Those who use it as such are spiritually
undernourished, but those who criticize it
for not being one are unrealistic.

SAMUEL FI_A~<~
Mesa, AZ

FAITHFUL HISTORY
CONCERNING THE Lou Mid-

gely/Wayne Sandholtz dialogue ("The Myth
of Objectivity: Some Lessons for Latter-day
Saints," SUNSSON~ 1~:4; letters, 5UNSTONE
15:2 and 15:4), I view history as interpretive
and subjective, something we approach with
unavoidable biases. Despite the inability to
achieve perfect objectivity, history is impor-
tant in our quest for understanding; it is not
indoctrination. It is vital that we have a vari-
ety of historians and approaches to glean
from; that historians have full access to doc-
uments; and that they be allowed the dignity
of not having their commitment to the gospel
and thei~ spirituality questioned when they
arrive at perspectives that don’t conform to
prevailing Church norms.

What is faithful history? I find my faith
built and my soul inspired by history that
takes in broad viewpoints. We should value
everyone’s sincere viewpoint because we
need dialogue for balance. I understand that
a few years ago John Sorenson wasfft able to
publish An Ancient American Setting for the
Book of Mol,mon because two apostles
thought that Sorenson’s idea of limiting Book
of Mormon geography to a small Central
American area ran counter to what Joseph
Smith had to say and what most learned in
Primary and seminary. Sorenson had {o wait
until his opponents died. Presently,

Sorenson’s brand of history (I guess techni-
cally anthropology) is deemed faithful.

Faithful. history comes in different colors.
It’s wrong to condemn others as Korihors,
take temple recommends away, impugn
character, block publishing of those who see
things differently. Church teachings, beliefs,
and philosophy shift and change. At one
time polygamy was considered an eternal
and saving principle, and the Church literally
went through hell to maintain it; yet we hear
little about it today.

Nothing should be so sacred that opinion
and belief .are quashed and suppressed. That
is an infringement on the sanctity of the soul.
We need to keep breathing room in the
Church for many sincere and honest view-
points.

GABBY ADAMS
Sierra Madre, CA

INTELLIGENT HISTORY
THE WHOLE IDEA of faithful history

has me stumped. The idea that "The Glory of
God is Intelligence" must have been left be-
hind when faithful history was promoted. I
wonder why "faithful" seems to be empha-
sized over intelligence and integrity. The em-
phasis seems to be on "Follow the Brethren"
and their evaluation of history. I prefer his-
tory based on integrity and historical exper-
tise, where historians fear not for their
livelihood if they tell the truth as they see it.
Until this is the case and until historians have
full access; to documents, I don’t believe

"faithful history" has any validity.
Church members are asked to operate

from many historical myths which have a
negative impact. Some of these are miracle
stories told to build faith. One recently came
up in an institute class. The institute director
had the honesty to tell us what he considered
was a more accurate version. When asked
what stories he told his children, he said he
starts his children out on the faithful ones
and then later tells them the truth. This kind
of faith-promotion sets people up with
larger-than-life ideals that has them running
after a perfection that is self-defeating and
unrealistic.

Relying on a confirmation by the Holy
Ghost that the Church is true doesn’t mean
that everything taught in the Church is true,
including our history as we choose to tell it,
and it doesn’t mean that we shouldn’t be
skeptical of what spiritual confirmation
means. Sincere people all over the world
have the same types of spiritual
manifestations about things that we
Mormons would never accept as, true. I think
it would be hard for us to deny these Catho-
lics the validity of their Virgin iMary visions
except to the degree that we are willing to be
skeptical of our own religious experiences.

We need to quit fighting over faithful his-
tory; let people write history as; honestly as
they can. Let’s fight to keep historical docu-
ments accessible to all researchers and trust
that what emerges will enhance the Church.

]lay MARSHALL

South Pasadena, CA
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SEEING TO THE SOURCE
In "Aunty-Mormon I Ain’t... " (SUN-

STONE 15:3), Samuel W Taylor refers to a
general conference statement by President
Spencer W Kimball, found on page 48 in the
May 1978 Ensign, where President Kimball
indicates that President John Taylor had seen
Jesus Christ: " ’I know that God lives. I know
that Jesus Christ lives,’ said John Taylor, my
predecessor, ’for I have seen him.’ "

Taylor then quotes a letter from President
Kimball’s secretary that states it should have
been President Lorenzo Snow and not John
Taylor. Samuel Taylor takes exception to this
change. However, it was not John Taylor who
made the statement quoted above, nor was it
Lorenzo Snow. It was George Q. Cannon.

In the April 1974 general conference,
President Kimball correctly gave credit to
Cannon as the one seeing Jesus Christ: "Elder
George Q: Cannon, who was in the presi-
dency of the Church at one time, said this: ’I
know that God lives. I know that Jesus lives; for
I have seen him.’ " (Ensign, May 1974, 119.)

This statement is from a conference ad-
dress that President Cannon gave on 6 Octo-
ber 1896 and was printed in the 27 October
1896 Deseret News Semi-Weekly, in the 31
October 1896 Deseret News Weekly, and later
in Gospel Truth (vol. 1, iv, 1st edition, 1957,
compiled by Jerreld L. Newquist).

DENN15 C. DAVIS
Ogden, UT

FAITHFUL DISUNITY
AFTER READING the Mormons and

Their Neighbors columns (Martha Paulson
Harrington’s "Not Every, Family Rejoices to
Have a Child Go on a Mormon Mission,"
St~NSTONE 14:6, and Elise Lazar’s "A Non-
Mormon in Zion: A Stranger in Paradise,"
SUNSTONE 15:2) and the subsequent debate in
the Readers’ Forum, I find myself reflecting
on my experiences with fellow human be-
ings, both Mormon and non-Mormon. I
grew up in the home of a stalwart, fourth-
generation, pioneer-stock mother and a non-
member, principled father. Because I was
told many times in Primary to pray for his
conversion and it would be so, I was con-
fused about my relationships of love with
those who have not yet made LDS covenants.

Time and experience have erased this
confusion. The only other Mormon in my
law- school class opened my eyes to the
pursuit of truth as an avocation and jolted me
from my business-oriented life focus. I then
learned that many non-member friends had
considered some of life’s most fundamental
questions (including our relationship with
Heavenly Father) more deeply than had I.

Today, as a bishop I enjoy relationships
with counselors, auxiliary leaders, and
members of the ward that I count as truly
priceless. I have relationships outside the
Church equally treasured and rewarding in
their assistance in my search for truth.

I believe that the priesthood, though es-
sential, is but one way that Heavenly Father
works through men and women. I know
many servants of the Lord who because of
society’s prejudices and historical biases
could not be effective if they were members
of the Church. I am not troubled that we
have not yet come to a unity of the faith. The
true order of the universe, and each of our
places in it, will be facilitated by a God who
loves us equally, both Mormon and non-
Mormon, both Jew and Gentile, botl-L black
and white. Though our opportunities and
experiences may be different, those differ-
ences serve a profound and eternal purpose.

While we should not apologize for our
unique culture and spiritual insight, we
should also celebrate our differences in
learning, culture, race. and conviction. Toler-
ance will provide us with minds more open
to the receipt of greater knowledge and truth.

A. RICHAtUD VIAL

Portland, OR

THE WAR OF THE WORLD

I FIND Joseph F. Wyson’s suggestion
("Children of Light," !~UNSTONE 15:3) tO dis-
fellowship non-Mormons to be not only un-
friendly, but ignorant. I’ve been active in the
Church from the age of eight and have been
blessed with the friendship of several non-
Mormons who have enriched my spiritual
and temporal well-being. It is selfish to deny
others the blessings we receive.

Wyson believes that shunning non-
Mormons is "spiritual. integrity." He reflects
the rhetoric Church leaders have used for
years to alienate us from reality No church is
an island unto itself and to shun those not of
our faith directly contradicts the Church’s
missionary and fellowshipping efforts.

Wyson stated that the world will not
succeed in "modernizing" the Church. Judg-
ing by the Mormon youth wandering
through the local malls, the world has done
a well-enough job. We should not blindly
resist the winds of change. After all, change
is what distinguishes a truly living church
from one that has stagnated.

STEVEN PARK

Salt Lake City

SUNSTONE ENCOURAGES CORRE-

SPONDENCE. LETTERS FOR PUBLICA-
TION SHOULD BE ADDRESSED TO
"READERS’ FORUNI." WE EDIT FOR
SPACE, CLARITY, AND TONE. LETTERS
ADDRESSED TO AUTHORS WILL BE FOR-
WARDED UNOPENED TO THEM.       ~
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BACK IN PRINT
"This book might well be entitled What
You Always Wanted to Know About the
Gospel but Were Too Lazy to Find Out."

Hugh Nibley
The Last Days: Types and Shadows from the Bible
and the Book of Mormon, by Avraham Gileadi.
What do the scriptures tell us about the last days?
How may we liken the scriptures to ourselves?
Avraham Gileadi answers these and other questions
by taking us on a tour of the scriptures’ most
pertinent passages. And by analyzing the scriptures,
he shows members of the Church how to better
understand the Bible and the Book of Mormon in
relation to modern times.
Hard Cover Reg. $16.95 Seagu~.. $14.41
8 Cassettes Reg. $29.95 Sea~all $25.45
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